
Use appropriate homographs from the word box to complete the story.

“What are they all doing?” she asked with . Uncle Jeremy explained how a

bank takes care of  your , accepts deposits,  transactions,

your homes and cars, the and so on.

Uncle Jeremy needed to a few , and showed Janice how to use

a debit card to withdraw money, before they were ready to leave.

Janice was visibly awed, and could hardly wait to own an account.

morning, for she was accompanying            Janice was ready earlier than usual that

the grown-ups would look like!

. How eager was she to see how the big piggy banks forUncle Jeremy to the

Walking past the big , she saw the building on the

to the of the river. Several busy people, engrossed in and computers, 

,

caught her curious sight.

records sign"ne bankrightclose

interest "nanceschecks balance
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“Oh! So can I take a loan too, to buy the bike, that I've been long saving for”?, asked

an excited Janice. “ Not now dear, and when you do,  don’t forget to

 repaying the money on time, to avoid any or

your income and expenses smartly.” reminded Uncle Jeremy.

, and learn to 

your loan by

Little Janice goes Banking
by Nina Prohit
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Use appropriate homographs from the word box to complete the story.

“What are they all doing?” she asked with interest . Uncle Jeremy explained how a

bank takes care of  your  nances

 nances

, accepts deposits, records  transactions,

your homes and cars, checks the balance and so on.

Uncle Jeremy needed to sign a few checks , and showed Janice how to use

a debit card right to withdraw money, before they were ready to leave.

Janice was visibly awed, and could hardly wait to own an account.

morning, for she was accompanying            Janice was ready earlier than usual that  ne

the grown-ups would look like!

bank . How eager was she to see how the big piggy banks forUncle Jeremy to the

Walking past the big sign , she saw the building on the

to the bank of the river. Several busy people, engrossed in records and computers, 

right , close

caught her curious sight.

records sign"ne bankrightclose
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“Oh! So can I take a loan too, to buy the bike, that I've been long saving for”?, asked

an excited Janice. “ Not now dear, and when you do,  don’t forget to close

 repaying the money on time, to avoid any interest or  ne

balance your income and expenses smartly.” reminded Uncle Jeremy.

, and learn to 

your loan by

Little Janice goes Banking
by Nina Prohit
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